20 February 2019 – 30 January 2020

New submitted candidate terms that have been added to the thesauri as preferred:

1 (Monument Type)
Chopwood Kiln
Clamp Lime Kiln
Claying Trench
Curling Pond
Q Pit
Whetstone Mine

92 (Evidence)
Destroyed Artefact (Nov’ 19)

128 (Object Type)
Adzehead (Nov’ 19)
Cupped Pebble (Nov’ 19)
Cullet (Jan’ 20)
Cushion Stone (Nov’ 19)
Fulling Roller (Jan’ 20)
Gall (Jan’ 20)
Grooved Hammerstone (Nov’ 19)
Perforated Disc (Nov’ 19)
Polishing Stone (Nov’ 19)
Time Capsule (Jan’ 20)
Trough Quern (Nov’ 19)
Tympanum (Jan’ 20)

560 (Archaeological Science)
Archaeometallurgy (Nov’ 19)
Mortar Analysis (Nov’ 19)
Slag

566 (Event Type)
Analytical Buildings Record (Level 3)
Basic Building Survey (Level 1)
Building Fabric Analysis
Buildings Appraisal
Buildings Investigation (England)
Buildings Investigation (Scotland)
Comprehensive Analytical Buildings Record
Comprehensive Building Survey (Level 4)
Descriptive Buildings Record (Level 2)
Detailed Building Survey (Level 3)
Diver Inspection
Enhanced Building Survey (Level 2)
Graveyard Survey
Historic Urban Investigation Survey
Visual Buildings Record (Level 1)

**New submitted candidate terms that have been added to the thesauri as non-index grouping terms:**

566 (Event Type)

Assessment And Analysis
Buildings Recording And Investigation

**New submitted candidate terms that have been added to the thesauri as non-preferred:**

1 (Monument Type)

Chop Kiln (Use Chopwood Kiln)
Q Hole (Use Q Pit)
White Coal Kiln (Use Chopwood Kiln)

128 & 144 (Object Type)

Shaft Hole Adze (Use Adzehead/Perforated Object)
Polissoir (Use Polishing Stone)

**New submitted candidate terms that have been rejected for inclusion in the thesauri:**

128 & 144 (Object Type)

Rock

**Terms that were previously ‘floating’ that have now been added into hierarchies:**

405 (Maritime Fixtures and Fittings)

Bonaventure Topgallant
Companion Ladder
Companion Way Cover
Counter Rail
Deck Plank
Deck Plate
Forestay
Gaff Sail
Gangplank